Staked operates highly reliable and secure staking
infrastructure for 30+ PoS protocols on behalf of
the leading crypto asset investors in the industry.

Highly Reliable and Secure

The Graph (GRT)
The Graph is a protocol for indexing and
querying data from blockchains, starting
with Ethereum. It decentralizes the query
Non-Custodial

and API layer of Web 3, removing a tradeoff
dApp developers struggle with today:
whether to build an application that is
performant or to build an app that is truly
decentralized.



Flexible Go-To-Market

Many Ethereum projects have already built
subgraphs including: Uniswap, ENS,
DAOstack, Synthetic, Moloch and more.


Broadest Asset Coverage

Key Metrics
Mainnet Launch

12/17/2020

Ciculating Supply

~1,200,000,000

(as of 12/17/20)

Block-Level Reporting

Inflation

3%

Yield

5% (at 60% stake rate) + 

query fees

Lock-Up Period:

28 days

Slashing:

None

Join the Industry Leaders

Token Usage

GRT is a work token that is locked-up by protocol participants (Indexers,
Curators, and Delegators) to provide indexing and curating services to the
network. Active Indexers, Curators, and Delegators can earn income from the
network proportional to the amount of work they perform and their GRT stake.

Consumers will be using a growing set of Indexers by paying for their metered
usage using GRT. Indexers will be able to stake Graph tokens (GRT) to
participate in the network and earn fees as well as inflation rewards for serving
queries.

Token burning in the form of withdrawal taxes and query fees are expected to
be around 1%.


Rewards

Total GRT supply at mainnet launch will be 10 billion tokens, and new token
issuance in the form of indexing rewards will begin at 3% annually and is
subject to future independent technical governance. Assuming a 60% stake
rate, expected yield is 5%.

Delegators will also earn a portion of the query fees that consumers pay for.
The fee amount depends on demand for queires, the amount of curation
signal, and the market rate for blockchain queries. 


Risks

There is no slashing risk for delegators.

To unstake, there is a 28 day unbonding period during which your GRT tokens
will remain illiquid.

Instructions

*If you are delegating from a locked contract, you must follow a separate set
of instructions outlined in the Token Lock Contract Guide. There is a helpful
Video Guide for Delegators to go with it. Please contact a Staked representative
if you need additional help. 

-------

The following instructions require you to have a Web3 wallet such as Metamask
or WalletConnect. You will need to be holding GRT tokens in the wallet you are
connecting

1) Head over to: https://network.thegraph.com/

2) Connect your Web3 wallet which contains the GRT

3)Scroll down to the “Indexers” section and search by ID

Staked’s ID: 0x4d6a8776a164776c93618233a0003e8894e7e6c2

4) On the right hand side of the page click on the purple circle with an arrow
pointing at a person and choose “Delegate”

5) Select the amount you wish to delegate and submit transaction


Contact

Please contact a staked representative for further detail: 



Schedule Discussion
Contact:

Curtis Oh, Business Development

Email:

curtis@staked.us

Calendar: https://bit.ly/2YiKrsg

Schedule Discussion
Contact:

Cole Kennelly, Account Manager

Email:

cole@staked.us

Calendar: https://bit.ly/2Y2dGjz

